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T
he splendid collection of Far

Eastern porcelains exhibited today

in the Munich Residenz Palace

and which also include several

pieces now in the possession of the

Bavarian National Museum (Munich) is, in

essence, a product of the purchases made

by the Bavarian Elector Max Emanuel

(1662–1726) and his son and successor

Charles Albert (1697–1745) (fig. 1).1  

Elector Max Emanuel had a particular

and personal interest in Far Eastern porce-

lain and mounted items known as objets

d’art. Considering Max Emanuel’s initiative

and impact on the collecting of porcelains,

this article will focus on the late periods of

Louis XIV and the Régence. Although

Elector Charles Albert’s artistic interests

were less profound, he continued to com-

mission luxury goods from Paris, profiting from an

already-established network of contacts with artisans, agents and

dealers. Given the focus of this essay, I chose however, not to

include Charles Albert’s acquisitions, which form an important col-

lection of the Rococo period. Generally, the provenance of

porcelain can rarely be determined due to the lack of reliable

inventories. Hence one is quite fortunate to have in Dresden the

inventory of Augustus the Strong’s porcelain collection, drawn up

in 1721.2 Yet the case of the Bavarian holdings of Far Eastern

porcelains which were set in metal mounts in Paris during the

latter part of the reign of the Louis XIV and roughly until the begin-

ning of the independent reign of Louis XV in 1743 are quite

different. Given the loss of the French collections of the ancien

régime origin and, indeed, even with regards to Dresden little can

equal the collection in beauty, coherence and provenance. This

historic singularity calls for some explanation. 

Even after the middle of the 17th century, when large amounts

of porcelain came to Europe,3 the tradition of mounting in both

precious metals and less costly alloys was maintained. At the

same time the appreciation of porcelain underwent some changes.

The exotic and imaginative character of the pieces became more

interesting than their rarity to the collector.4 Not only the French

engaged in this practice, but also the Dutch (mainly during the

17th and to a much lesser extent in the 18th century). The

Germans also applied mounts but to locally manufactured prod-

ucts rather than Far Eastern porcelain. Due to the decidedly French

taste for porcelain with precious metal mounts, Paris was both the

commercial and aesthetic centre for this. These things were pro-

duced by the marchands merciers, who led the Parisian art trade.

Their guild rules permitted the members to use a combination of

different materials from a variety of geographical areas when
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Figure 1. Elector Max Emanuel of Bavaria, engraving, Jean Mariette (publisher),
Paris about 1710–1715, Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale de France, département
des Estampes et de la Photographie 



assembling their finished products. By setting

the Far Eastern artefacts in mounts of European

style the prevailing taste of the Louis XIV and

Louis XV periods sought to harmonize their

‘foreign’ character with the fashionable decor of

the up-to-date Régence and Rococo interiors.

Due to this artificial creative impulse to deal

with the exotic, the merciers gained access to a

major lucrative market which they stimulated

again and again by introducing ever new

styles.

Max Emanuel’s most important source for East Asian artefacts

was the Parisian marchand mercier Laurent Danet

(c. 1650–1720), who was one of the very influential marchands

merciers during the reign of the Sun King. Danet had been a spe-

cialist in jewellery and Old Master paintings since the 1670s. He

built up a wide-ranging network of business contacts abroad,

which allowed him to bring together objects of the highest quality

for whose further refinement only the best artisans were chosen.

Amongst his high-ranking clients were Louis XIV, the Princess

Conti and most importantly the Grand Dauphin Louis

(1661–1711), heir to the French throne. At the very latest in

1686, when the Siamese embassy created a veritable fascination

for all that was Asian, Danet too began widening his stock to

include East Asian works of art. Meeting the clientele’s desire for

prestige and exotic refinement was surely a prerequisite. However,

French imports were hindered by the chronic financial difficulties of

Colbert’s Compagnie des Indes, founded in 1666. The Mercure

Gallant reported that in 1687 only 3 ships had returned from India

and Siam. On top of this without a single piece of porcelain

according to the shipping lists. Danet, therefore, had to turn to

Holland in order to acquire the East Asian wares, from which

country French dealers had been importing porcelain via the VOC

since the 1640s. In this context it seems quite peculiar that Max

Emanuel as governor of the Spanish Netherlands residing in

Brussels and therefore close to the importing Dutch ports, acquired
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Figure 2. The Golden Coffee Service, Johann Melchior
Dinglinger, Dresden, 1697–1701.
Height 97 cm, Width 76 cm, Diameter 50 cm. 
Dresden, The Grünes Gewölbe, Staatliche
Kunstsammlungen, Dresden

Figure 3. Teapot with Kakiemon decoration, Japan, 
late 17th century; gilt silver mounts, Paris,
c. 1695–1710. Height 10.8 cm.
Munich, Residenz, Ostasiensammlung

his mounted East Asian lacquer and porcelain exclusively from

distant Paris. It is both astonishing and telling at the same time

with regards to the cultural orientation of the prince.

In fact, the first contact between the Paris dealer Danet and

Max Emanuel had been created by the Grand Dauphin. On 2nd

January 1695, the Dauphin commissioned Danet to deliver a ‘pre-

sent magnifique’ to the Brussels court,5 supposedly a wedding gift

on account of the new marriage between the Elector and the Polish

Princess Therese Kunigonde. My thanks to Lorenz Seelig for this

new information that the gift was, in fact, a so-called cabaret; a



doublées (d‘or)’, i.e. double gilt mounts. Double

gilding was always undertaken in order to prevent

signs of use developing and is evidence that the

objects were intended for use. Thus the pieces of

porcelain may well have shaped the uniform design

of a small service, such as the ‘dejune de porcelaine double d’or’

which Max Emanuel acquired in 1708, and another example

bought in 1715 from the Parisian mercer Jean-Baptiste de La

Fresnaye (d. 1725).9 A déjeuner was used for the three new exotic

hot beverages (tea, coffee and chocolate) and comprised a tray

on which the cups, saucers, sugar bowl, pots for tea, coffee or

chocolate and milk were placed. A single remaining Japanese

teapot with Kakiemon-decoration of the late 17th century is pre-

served in the Munich Residence (fig. 3). The teapot of the

well-known Japanese type takes the miniature form, in Europe

also called égoïste due to the fact that it was part of a service

designed for a single person. The silver gilt mounts with a duck

serving as the finial were intended to prevent the lid from falling off

when pouring out tea. The charming yet simple design of the

mounts suggests that they are early, that is to say, dating from the

c. 1700. The little teapot might perhaps be too humble to be con-

sidered a piece of the cabaret of 1695. We cannot, however,

exclude it. Nonetheless, it was quite likely part of the déjeuners

which Max Emanuel acquired on several occasions, in 1708 and

type of circular tray, sometimes composed of two or three shelves,

on which small services mostly for tea or coffee were displayed, in

accordance with its East Asian origins.6 Sourches specifies the

object in his Mémoires of the 9 January 1695: ‘On vit, ce jour-là,

chez la princesse douairière de Conti, le présent que Monseigneur

envoyoit au duc de Bavière, qui étoit egalement galant et mag-

nifique; c‘étoit un cabaret composé de diverses pieces d’or et de

porcelaines doublées du même métal, avec un grand nombre de

montres, d’étuis et autres curiosités semblables.’7 In fact the

cabaret itself was made of gold and thereby comparable in costli-

ness and fashion to the cabarets de métal that Louis XIV presented

to the Duchesse of Burgundy in 1704: ‘deux cabarets, un d‘or et

un d‘argent, travaillés à la perfection.’8 The cabaret displayed

porcelains mounted with gold combined with precious objets de

vertu, everything arranged beautifully and each object assigned a

fixed place. With regards to the shape of this lost type of cabaret

from Versailles as well as their regular arrangement, it is signifi-

cant to refer to Johann Melchior Dinglinger’s Golden Coffee

Service, created between 1697 and 1701 for Augustus the Strong

(fig. 2). Today the epitome of a magnificent coffee service as it

unites 45 vessels of gold and other costly materials on a silver gilt

pyramid, while the enamelled cups and saucers imitate porcelains

in Kangxi colours whilst being of European design. There is much

to the idea that these Dresden creations have their origins in what

had been conceived at the court of Versailles. Coming back to Max

Emanuel’s cabaret of 1694–95, in his function as a mercer,

Laurent Danet is likely to have been the general contractor for the

commission and therefore also responsible for the design and the

production of the ensemble which was then accentuated by the

galanteries specifically chosen by Monseigneur. In accordance

with its function, the cabaret displayed some ‘porcelaines
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Figure 4. The Ducal and Imperial Palace of Brussels, engraving,
Jan Blaeu (publisher), Amsterdam 1649

Figure 5. Pair of jars, Chinese (five-colour porcelain, so-called
wucai), c. 1650; gilt bronze mounts, Paris, c. 1700. 
Height 22.6 cm. 
Munich, Residenz, Ostasiensammlung



1715. At any event, the extraordinary gift of state sent in 1695 by

the Grand Dauphin, who himself was both an avid collector of

Chinese porcelain and had a distinct taste for mounted objects,

should be considered the beginning for Bavarian collections of this

kind.

Yet before being able to engage in his own and more extensive

business relations with the Parisian dealer, the Bavarian Elector

was forced to wait until 1697, when peace with France was

granted by the Treaty of Rijswijk. A brief peaceful and prosperous

period ensued which allowed Max Emanuel to personally super-

vise the reconstruction of the war-affected city of his residence,

Brussels. At the same time, he commenced the building up of the

court and the collections at his Brussels palace, the former Ducal

and Imperial Palace of Coudenberg, with vigour (fig. 4). The spec-

tacular starting point was marked by the purchase of a so-called

‘diamant incarnat’, a very rare flesh-coloured diamond, a fancy

diamond, sold by Danet for 52.000 livres in the same year,

1697.10 This was followed by further acquisitions of literally royal

magnificence in 1698 and again in April 1699, when whole car-

riage loads of Boulle and lacquer furniture, Old Master paintings

(Poussin and Rubens), clocks and jewellery arrived in Brussels.11

A garniture of three vases of ancient Far Eastern porcelain

mounted in gilt bronze described as ‘trois belles urnes de pource-

laine anciennes garnies de bronze doré d’or moulu...’

commanding the unheard price of 4000 livres formed part of these

deliveries.12 This arrival really meant the sensational beginning to

the new and exclusive creation of a collection of the decorative

arts at the electoral court. A comparison with another un-mounted

vase purchased for 400 livres highlights the profit generated by

the dealer for mounting. But the elector feared no expense. On 1

March 1700 Danet supplied Max Emanuel in Brussels with ‘deux

Urnes d’ancienne Porcelaine garnies de bronze doré’ valued at

650 livres,13 probably to be identified with a pair of jars with

gilded bronze handles in the Residenzmuseum (fig. 5). The porce-

lain shows a five-colour decoration, so-called wucai, of the late

Ming dynasty, i.e. the first half of the 17th century. The gilt bronze

handles were of sophisticated design split in the middle, represent-

ing the finest quality in bronzes of the grand gôut of the Louis

Quartorze era.

The description in the list of sold items could also relate to a

pair of lidded jars (blue-and-white Chinese porcelain of the Kangxi

period), i.e. of the late 17th century (fig. 6). It is worth noting the

design and function of the gilt-bronze mounts: The foot is held in a

simple circular mount of gilt bronze with a gadrooned shoulder

between plain borders. This is linked at each side to a similar

moulding that encircles the rim of the vase by pierced straps. Each

strap is attached above and below by pinned hinges and is of

strapwork. This incorporates acanthus leaves, C-scrolls and a

mascaron in the centre. To the upper part of each side is attached

a ribbed handle that is interrupted at the centre by stylised leaf

ornament. The lower part of the lid is the shoulder of the vase. This

has been cut at the original luted joint; the cylindrical neck has

been removed. It has been re-attached to the reduced original lid,

which has had the plain porcelain knop replaced with a gilt bronze

finial in the form of a foliated cup filled with berries that rest on a

circular gadrooned base of gilt bronze. A pair of lidded jars, of

almost identical shape and mounting are in the Getty Museum.14

The strap-work mounts of these follow a similar design which is

close to the decorative repertoire of Daniel Marot and were proba-

bly made by the same bronzier. 
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Figure 6. One of a pair of lidded jars, Chinese (Kangxi), 1662–1722;
gilt bronze mounts, Paris, c. 1700. 
Height 34.5 cm.
Munich, Residenz, Ostasiensammlung
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Also part of Danet’s delivery of March 1700 were ‘une Urne

d’ancienne porcelaine garnie de Bronze’ which cost 390 livres

and ‘trois autres pieces d’ancienne Porcelaine garnie de bronze

doré d’or moulu’15, for which 585 livres were paid. The archival

sources convey that the Elector developed a distinct taste for these

exotic materials and that he systematically collected Far Eastern

porcelains. In the sales lists Danet designated the pieces as

‘ancien’, i.e antique (as in old) and distinguished them from the

more recently made wares called ‘nouveau’. The pieces were auto-

matically classified as being of high quality by merit of this

description. What is more, the aesthetic quality of any individual

piece is best conveyed by its price. The type, origin of date of the

ceramic body – be it Chinese, Japanese or Persian - was not a

distinguishable factor in Paris around 1700. Only in the 1720s

did Parisian mercers first begin to distinguish porcelain by prove-

nance. Before this dealers and connoisseurs alike judged the

visual characteristics of porcelains in relation to their rarity. Thus,

that which was in fact Japanese was valued proportionally higher

than all other porcelains due to its scarcity. Only the monochrome,

grey crackle glaze porcelain, which was greatly esteemed on

account of being judged antique, was an exception to this rule.

The same relates to the appreciation of Japanese lacquer the qual-

ity of which was noticed and pieces made from it therefore more

Figure 7 (opposite). Chinese (Kangxi) porcelain with Parisian gilt bronze
mounts (c. 1730–1735) on a lacquer commode in the State Bedroom of the
Munich Residenz

highly esteemed than the lower quality Chinese Export lacquer.

Amateurs appreciated the aesthetics of exotic decoration; its sym-

bolic quality seems to have been little known. To Max Emanuel

and other members of the social elite, the collecting of these highly

stylised objects had nothing scientific about it, but might rather be

compared to the idea of visiting an Oriental bazaar. This notion of

an exotic world was invoked by the marchands merciers with their

shops which bore such evocative names as À la Pagode

(Gersaint), Au Roi de Siam (Hébert), and Au chagrin de Turquie

(Duvaux).

Laurent Danet supplied the Elector with porcelain mounted with

gilt bronze, silver gilt and white silver. The high price of the pieces

with gilt bronze, such as the afore-mentioned set of three vases

with gilt bronze decoration valued 4000 livres, is particularly strik-

ing. Indeed, it was less common to mount porcelain with gilt

bronze than with silver gilt or even silver in the 17th century;

exactly the opposite practice was popular during the Louis XV and

Louis XVI periods. In this context, it is helpful to refer to Gillian

Wilson’s interpretation of the supersession of silver-gilt by gilt

bronze for the mounting of East Asian porcelain.16 According to an

inventory drawn up in 1689,17 the most prestigious collector of

porcelain in France, the Grand Dauphin, appears to have chosen

gilt-bronze mounts over the traditional silver-gilt for the most

Figure 8. Silver-mounted Imari garniture, Japanese and Chinese, late 17th
century; silver mounts Paris, 1697–1717. 
Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum
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important pieces in his collection. It was most certainly not for

economic reasons that Monseigneur opted for gilt-bronze (the

argument with which some scholars have explained the phenome-

non by the melting down campaigns of the years 1689 and

1709). The more and indeed most likely reason for the exchange

of  silver for a golden tone is an aesthetic motivation linked with

making the still relatively unfamiliar forms of this exotic material

conform more readily with the character of French interiors.18

However, looking at the practical use of mounted porcelain can

help us to say more about the choice of material, something I will

explore in the following. 

Regarding the Grand Dauphin as a collector, it should be noted

that as heir to the French throne his taste was of paramount

importance to the formation of taste among his contemporaries.

The Dauphin’s predilection for porcelain in gilt bronzes combined

with lacquer furniture – both purchased from the dealer Danet –

took on representational meaning and was turned into a ceremo-

nial sign, that is to say the aesthetic qualities of mounted

porcelain correlated with representational and ceremonial ends. A

trend was set, according to which porcelains with gilt bronze

became elements of the furnishings in the State apartments, dis-

played on console tables, chimney pieces and cabinets on stands

(fig. 7). On the other hand, un-mounted porcelain wares – in their

form less appealing to the courtly decorum – went on to be

amassed in the individual china cabinets. This new hierarchy of

value applied to the porcelains of the Dauphin was the model

emulated by Max Emanuel as an expression of distinction at his

court in the Spanish Netherlands. 

Not affected by the popularity of gilt bronze mounts in the 18th

century, silver-gilt and white silver continued to be used to mount

porcelains in order to create tableware. Elector Max Emanuel’s

garniture of silver-mounted Imari porcelain is a case in point and

was investigated for the 2009 exhibition The House of Wittelbach

and the Middle Kingdom at the Bavarian National Museum

(fig. 8).19 The ensemble is comparable to the well-known silver-

mounted Imari service of Charles Alexandre de Lorraine

(1712–1780) in the Viennese Hofsilberkammer. For the genera-

tion of 1700, such a garniture was something new and

extraordinary, a fact that also held true for the electoral court of

Bavaria. Max Emanuel went on to complete the ensemble by

making several additional acquisitions. 

First the Elector acquired two small bowls, a pair of round-

bodied coolers and a large bowl. Thanks to their identical silver

mounts, these five vessels are characterised as a garniture. The

mounts of lips are of identical design and are encircled by high

relief bead-and-chain moulding. The feet echo the base of an

antique column (fig. 8, 12, 13). The base and lip of each vessel

is linked by straps decorated with a string of pearls issuing from a

shell, attached above and below by a pinned hinge. In the case of

the small bowls, they are flanked on each side by a handle in the

shape of elegant three-tailed scrolls (fig. 13). The handles of the

other vessels take the form of the stylised leaf ornament that we

have seen before. The larger vessels are applied beneath the

Figure 9 (above left). Paris mark, so-called poinçon de décharge (small fleur-
de-lys) for the years 1697–1704), detail of the large bowl (Figure12)

Figure 10 (above centre). Paris contre-marque (cockerel with lifted claw), 2nd
semester 1713 to first October 1717, detail of the large bowl with blue fond

Figure 11 (above right). Paris maker’s stamp (two letters, ‘G’ legible), detail of
the large bowl with blue fond

Figure 12 (right). Large bowl, Japan, late 17th century; silver mounts, Paris,
1697–1704. Height 16.3 cm, Width 36.5 cm, Diameter 27.5 cm. Bayerisches
Nationalmuseum, Munich



Figure 13. Small bowl, Japan, late 17th century; silver
mounts, Paris, 1697–1704. 
Height 10.7 cm, Width 28 cm, Diameter 22.5 cm.
Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum

mixed both Chinese and Japanese wares – as

the aesthetic impression alone was important. 

A pair of lidded tureens were also part of the

ensemble (fig. 14). While the majority of

pieces from this set remained in the Munich

Residence until the mid 19th century before

being transferred to the newly founded Bavarian

National Museum, these pieces remained and

were transferred to Veitshöchheim Palace in

Franconia in the 1930s where I rediscovered

them in 2008. Once again in part of the collec-

tion where they historically belong, they are

nearly identical to the well-known silver-

mounted Imari tureen in the J. Paul Getty

Museum.22 The mounts of both the Getty tureen

and the Munich pair are unmarked. The style of

the delicate and engraved mounts differs from those of the earlier

ensemble and might instead be linked to the Parisian acquisition

of ‘Silbern beschlagene Porcellan’ in 1709.23 With their lids in two

stages, the tureens are mounted in a similar fashion to the earlier

pair of jars (fig. 6). The technical sophistication of the mounts is

astonishing, which is evidence for the actual use of the vessels.

The pins of the hinges can be expelled sideways; the screw

threads at the lids of the tureens are fixed with nuts which allow

the porcelain to be removed for cleaning. The examined garniture

is now what remains of a service that Max Emanuel added to on

several occasions and used for dessert, for instance while in his

pleasure palaces. The pair of tureens is recorded as being in the

Grüne Galerie in 1769. This gallery, designed by François

Cuvilliés in 1731–1733, was the sumptuous showpiece of the

appartement de societé in the Munich Residence. Placed in the

midst of porcelain on the second console table in the gallery’s Hall

of Mirrors, it is interesting to note that the pair of tureens was

described as being ‘2 round lidded Potaoilen, which below are

mounted with a rim of silver, then on both sides fitted with silver

handles. The lids however are twice mounted with silver rims and
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handle with a maskaron with exquisitely modelled facial features

and a headdress (fig. 12). 

The silver mounts are marked with a small lily in a quatrefoil

(une petite fleur-de-lys), a so-called poinçon de décharge, the

Paris mark for the years 1697 to 1704 (fig. 9).20 Two further

bottle coolers, which are also dated between 1697–1704, form

part of the garniture as does a large bowl of powder-blue Chinese

porcelain. The mounts of this large bowl, shown in the right fore-

ground of fig. 8, are marked with a cockerel with a raised leg, the

Paris contre-marque for the years 1713–1717 (fig. 10)21 and

with the maker’s stamp including the initials of the goldsmith

(fig. 11. Only the second letter G is legible, above which is the

grape-like device of the goldsmith and the usual two grains below

a fleur-de-lys and a crown. This maker’s stamp has yet to be iden-

tified. Regarding the porcelain, it is evident that the marchand

mercier, arguably Danet selling to Max Emanuel, had selected the

Far Eastern pieces according to their shapes, colours and decora-

tion. Japanese Imari, produced in Arita between 1680 and 1720,

with its characteristic colour scheme of underglaze blue combined

with iron red and gilding is dominant. All the same, the mercer



decorated with silver finials on top.’24

Thus these round tureens were called

and justly considered to be pots à oille,

as they were used to serve the Spanish meat

soup olla podrida, much liked by contempo-

raries. On the same console table next to the

tureens were the other vessels from Max

Emanuel’s garniture, described as ‘2

Kielgeschirr’ referring to the pair of

coolers and respective vessels,

namely ‘2 Cooler Services of floral

Porcelain, without lid, with Silver

handles. They are fitted above and

below with solid Silver Rims, which from

the bottom up to the top are silver mounted

on 4 sides’.25 That the garniture of the Elector was

once part of a larger service is strongly suggested by the

Inventory of the Silberkammer of 1774.26 Here we find tableware

that complements the cooler services listed as a group of

Japanese porcelain: ‘55 large, middle scale and smaller bowls

mounted with silver rims, Of the same porcelain 56 silver mounted

plates, 2 saucers with silver lips and handles’. This service seems

to have been dispersed in the early 19th century. Several Imari-

dishes in the Residenzmuseum, their mounts now lacking, show

signs of abrasion and come into consideration as the plates of the

service or indeed as the unidentified stands of the tureens. The

Elector‘s garniture may well be the earliest documented service in

which Far Eastern porcelain and Parisian silver mounts are com-

bined. The taste for silver in combination with the typical Imari

colours and designs radiated from Paris throughout Europe and

inspired Augustus the Strong to acquire a now lost Chinese silver

mounted porcelain service of 77 pieces in Paris in 1715.27 Similar

to the services of Max Emanuel and Augustus the Strong is the

already-mentioned extensive service which belonged to Charles

Alexandre de Lorraine and which was put together between 1717

and 1767 (fig. 15). From the 1720s onwards, the Parisian silver-

smith Paul Leriche was known as specialising in catering to this

taste. His maker’s stamp appears on a number of known vessels,

such as a pair of Imari tureens, dated to between 1722 and 1732

in the Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris; another Imari tureen of

1722–1726 was sold in Paris in 2008.28

To conclude we may state that Far Eastern porcelains refash-

ioned in Paris held a high-ranking position amongst the

acquisitions made by the Munich court in the early 18th century.

In collecting as well as displaying these Far Eastern rarities – be it

porcelain or lacquer – the electoral court followed the criteria

established by the heir to the French throne, the Grand Dauphin. At

court, a new ceremonial use and meaning became attached to

these exclusive, exotic materials. By collecting in this novel way,

where the foreign served as both a reference point and projection,
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Figure 14. One of a pair of lidded tureens, Japan, late 17th century; silver
mounts, Paris, c. 1697–1717. Height 27 cm, Width 31.2 cm, 
Diameter 25.8 cm. Munich, Bayerische Schlösserverwaltung

Figure 15. Surtout, Japan and China, early 18th century; silver mounts, Eliza
Godfrey, London, 1755–1756 and Jacques-François Van der Donck, Brussels,
1766–1767. Height 44 cm, Diameter 68 cm. 
Inheritance of C. A. de Lorraine,Vienna, Hofburg, Silberkammer 
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the Bavarian elector intended to document his cultural superiority

over other competing courts. The ensuing collections are thus to

be understood as a symbol of the cultural impact of France as well

as a sign of political alliance with its kings.�
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general (stattholder) of the Spanish Netherlands in 1691 and held court
at Brussels after 1692. During the War of the Spanish Succession
(1701–1715) he sided with the French. After defeats at the battle of
Blenheim in 1704 and Ramillies in 1706, he was driven from Bavaria
and became an émigré associated with the court of Louis XIV and
enjoying Paris society. He was restored to his Bavarian electorship after
the Treaty of Baden in 1714 and reluctantly returned to Munich 1715. For
an analysis of Max Emanuel’s patronage and collecting, see the author‘s
book, Ein Frankreichbündnis der Kunst. Kurfürst Max Emanuel als
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